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ABSTRACT

A new nonperturbative method of calculation of the pair production in a constant elec-
tric field is presented in which the propagator is evaluated entirely by path-integration in a time-
dependant potential. This gauge and the path integration correctly define all the normalizations. As
a by-product we get also the Unruh formula since the constant electric field provides an accelerated
frame.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Schwinger 1J first calculated in quantum electrodynamics the probability of vacuum to
remain vacuum in a constant electric field from the imaginary part of the effective electromagnetic
action. This quantity is obviously related to the probability of total pair production.

The direct nonperturbative treatment of spontaneous pair production using wave equa-
tions with proper boundary conditions begins with the work of Parker 2). Later path integral tech-
niques were introduced to calculate pair production and further studied by Hartle and Hawking 3),
Chitre and Hartle4), Lapedes ^ and Duru and Unal6) in connection with the black hole problems
and models of expanding universes. Nikishov 7* and Narozhi and Nikishov 8* have discussed pair
production in an electric field. Lapedes *> also discusses the case of a constant electric field using
a time-independent potential. In these works, the Green function is evaluated from the solutions
of the wave equation. We have recalculated the process of pair production in a constant electric
field using a time-dependent potential and evaluating the Green function entirely by path integra-
tion in order to clarify a number of points. The main physical problem in these calculations are
the choices of normalizations. The advantages of our method are: (1) The path integral method
gives a definite normalization for the Green functions; (2) The normalization of states are always
implied by the adiabatic WKB-solutions att —• +oo. It is remarkable that this method introduced
for cosmological problems 2) also gives correct results for the electromagnetic case; (3) The use
of path integrals avoids the problem of turning on and off of the electromagnetic fields asymptot-
ically; (4) The use of time-dependent gauge further clarifies the question as to which fields can
produce spontaneous pair production and brings the electromagnetic case more into parallel with
some models of expanding universes; (5) Our method is easily generalized to curved space case.

Although different functions enter into the calculations in different gauges the final phys-
ical results are of course the same. We give the results for scalar particles as well as for fermions
where Pauli principle drastically changes the normaliztion, hence the probabilities. Finally as a by-
product we obtain the Unruh formula since a constant electric field provides indirectly a uniformly
accelerated frame.

2. THE PROPAGATOR

We choose the electromagnetic potential to be time dependent as

All = (0,Et,0,0) (1)

corresponding to a constant electric field E in the i-direction. The more familiar potential

4 = (-£a:,0,0,0) (2)

is related to A^ by a gauge transformation



with

A = -Ext. (3)

The propagator for a scalar particle of mass fi to go from xb to xa is expressed as the path
integral

G( xb, xJ = / dWe-*1 w / P 4 x exp - / dw( -i2 + x2 + 4 ei4"**) (4)
Jo J L4 Jo J

or equivalently in the phase space form as 6)

/•CO /•

GCxt.x^) = / dWe~^w j V^xV^p

x e x p i / du)(pot + p- x+ Po — p + eA"xy)] (5)
Jo

where overdot stands for derivative with respect to the parameter time ui. The path integral in Eq.

(5) is understood to be the limit of "parameter time" graded formula:

tH-1

G(xb

/•oo n r /**
/ — iti^tV T—T / t J3 T~T /

, xa) = / d i y e ^ 1 1 / * » > " ^ 1 1 /
Jo %\J f * J -j~\" /-l--» 2 7 r 4

TTexp-l i[poii; + pV • xv + e(po; — P*? + cj4"(a;,-)xV/)] [• (6)
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with ( n + l)e = W. In this formula the points b and a correspond to the (n+ \)th and the 0th-

points in the division of the parameter time, respectively; and the derivatives at the j t h point are

defined as

The explicit form of the configuration space path integral of Eq.(4) is obtained by integrating over

the momentum variables in Eq.(5).

In our case the interaction term in Eq.(5) is

eA"xv = eEtx (7)

Translating the integration variable pXi by —eEtj, i.e. denoting

h= (px + eEt, pyipz) , (8)

Eq.(5) becomes

G{xb, ,xq) = rdW^w f VWpo j T



exp[t / dw(poi+k£t+pl-(k1
l+k$)-(kl~2eEkxt+e2E2t2))] (9)

Jo
In the above path integral we first perform the P3a;-integrations and obtain n delta functions.

then we integrate over Jl"=1 d
3 kj and find (dropping the indices of

G(xb,xa) = r dWe~^w f -P^ eJo J (27r)J

xK(tb,ta;Wy y ' (10)

In Eq.(10) the function K is the only non-trivial part of the propagator,

K(tb,ta', W) = fvWpoe'f

= [v-W^f™^^-'2^ (11)

where we have introduced t by translating t by a constant current.

Eq.(ll) has now exactly the form of the path integral for the Green function of the nonrelativistic
harmonic oscillator with "mass" = j and "frequency" = i(2eE) taking place in the time interval
(0 , — W) [upside-down-oscillator] and I plays the role of the coordinate. This observation allows
us to write down immediately the propagator from the known result ^ ' ^

K(tb,ta,W)=
2nsh(2eEW)

Inserting this result into (10) we can write

G(xb,xa) = J jj—e-^^-^G^x^x.) (14)

where the propagator for the single mode k is

Gj;(xblxa)= ^ dWe-^2+k'+k')WK(tb,ta;W) (15)
Jo



In order to perform the remaining integration we use the following integral transform involving
parabolic cylinder functions10*

V2 L

For our case we identify

(16)

- 1 < c < 0 , |arg

,* = V-2ieEW(t' - ~

and extend the definition of (13) to arg £ = TT/2 . With these substitutions we can write (15) as

—

-too Sin(-7T^)

x

- % ) ) (17)

We now integrate first over dW getting the factor —x(/i2 + k% + k\ + 2ie.E(v + \))~l

and then perform the i/-integral by the residue theorem. The integrand has a single pole at

(18)

With these notations the final result for our propagator is

t0 - ^ |

- % ) ) ] (19)



For very late times the form of G% is obtained from the asymptotic expansions of the parabolic

cylinder functions. With r = y/2eE(t — kx/eE), the result is

1 e-*^4

Gj:(xb,xa) ~ -
y/2eE 1 +

2TT
+ rr-

3. WAVE FUNCTIONS

The covariant Schrodinger equation ij^? = ( i ^ - eA^)2^ reduces with ^ ( i , W) =

^ w ^ = eEtx to

= (-at
2

We write the solution as

Then g(t) satisfies

(_9 t
2 _ e

2E2{t 2.)2 - (/i2 + fc2 + ifc2))3(t) = 0

or, with

(23)

0 (24)

where, as in (18), 7 = - j ( 1 - i\). The solution of Eq.(24) ("upside down" oscillator) is 6)

(25)

In order to determine the normalization constant N we look at the WKB approximation of g{ x)

given by Parker 2)

/2w(t)
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+ fc + e E ( / - k s / e E ) - (26)
This approximation is certainly valid for large t, for which

(27)

t—K»

Comparing this with the asymptotic form of (25) using

DJz)

we determine the normalization constant in (25) to be

(2eE)-1'4e-*x/* (28)

4. AMPLITUDE FOR PARTICLE PRODUCTION

The amplitude for observing a a scalar particle at the point xa and an antiparticle at Xh is
given by3)>4)

= - Ao y*!
where da1* is the element of a space-like hypersurface and dp is the derivative in the time like
direction. Ao is the amplitude for no particle production.

Because the x dependence of our solutions given by Eq.(22) and of G, Eq.(14), are all
phase factors, integrations over d? xa,b and d? ka>t, fix the wave numbers of the particle and anti-
particle to be —fca = kb = k. If we look for ta = U, we should see a particle and an antiparticle on
the same space—like surface with opposite momenta.

The amplitude (29) can then be written as

A= f d3kA(k) (30)

where the amplitude A( k) for creation of a pair with momenta k, -k is given by

A(k) = -Aog*(Z,ta)dt.Gi{thtU)dttg*{-k,ti>) (31)

(32)

We will be interested in dedecting the pair simultaneously, that is we will take the limit i& -^ta = t
in the above equation. We will also be interested in observing the pairs at very late times. In

T~



other words we would like to see the asymoptotic form after some possible transient behaviour has
died out. This is in agreement with the attitude employed in the usual cosmological pair production
calculations, where the particle states are defined at very late times for which the space looks locally
flat.

Because g* has for late times an oscillatory behaviour of the form e^eE)^ only the 4*/i
term in Eq. (10) gives the compensating exponential e~'^ e B^ so that the product is finite.

Contributions from all the other terms of G% are rapidly oscillating and average out to
zero. Thus the effective Green function for particle-pair production at late times can be taken to be

. p3TT>/4 I
e/f(tt) i(2£)-1-1'*V27GeJf(tbta)=+i(

»» (33)

Hence for ta = t& = t

-V(e£)t2 (34)

We now insert

y/UEy/i

dtG
eff(U) ~ (-ie E)tGeff(t,t)

dtdtG
eff(tt) ~-(eE)2t2Geff(t,t)

and Eq.(35) into Eq.(32) and collect terms to obtain

A(k) = {Ao)i{\/leEt)~iy\/lm 6 , ^ . rrr (36)

Consequently the probability for the creation of one pair with wave number k becomes

\A(k)\2 = \AQ\2^ = lAol2^^, \ = -^(H2 + *} + fcf) (37)

which is in agreement with the known result5). The probability of producing n pairs with wave

number k with Bose statistics is

\Ao\2^k- (38)
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The conservation of probability condition

00

" (39)

fixed than the probability \Ao\2 of no pair creation to be

\A0 I2 = 1 - Wjf = * vX = T z ^ (40)

Hence the absolute probability for 1-pair production is

\ A i k ) \ 2 = P i ( i e ) = i l - u i ) w i = e
 vX1 (41)

The average number of pairs with wave number k is

Nik) = ̂ 2nPn(k) = -—fc—ae-'* (42)

The average number of pairs summed over all modes is

ftEL rn

/

T f T

JV f *~.wV ^ | urr«2 ^ f *~,ru ^ 1

(2TT)3
(43)

Since e~*^' leE is a very small number compared to 1 the expression (43) can be viewed
as a thermal distribution proportional to

1 1

hence with an effective temperature equal to

kT = — (44)

Because — is the acceleration o of the muss /i in the electric field, we obtain (restoring c and 7i)

IXC

one half of the Unruh temperature. We remark here that if we had invoked the Pauli principle that

only at most one fermion pair can be produced with wave number k, then, instead of (39), we would

have
2 2Wjf=l (45)



or
n.f&p. i—1±4 , yr*\ „ i _ .-* (46)
1 p l + ojk 2+e*x 1 + 2 6 - ^

and

* « * » = 27?* (47)

which also gives the average number n of pairs for fermions.

Finally we relate the pair production formulas to the vacuum persistence probability. The
total probability of no pair production for all wave numbers it is related to the action as

]J\Ao(k)\2 = [
k L *

Hence

- 2 ImCeff = J2 enA<> (*> ( 4 8 >

Thus for Bose statistics from (40)

2ImCeff = X ) ^ 1 + e"W>) = ^ ( - D ^ 1 - e " ^ (49)
k i

The k-integration for each term is exactly as in (43) and we get

ImC"> -

For Fermi statistics we use in (48) the expression (46)

-2ImCeff =

n2

5. CONCLUSIONS

We have reanalyzed the important problem of the nonperturbative treatment of pair pro-
duction in external fields. This question is not only significant conceptually, but also in the QED
of strong fields and in cosmology. Some of the questions are: which external fields can produce
spontaneous pair creation, and how particles and antiparticles arc defined asymptotically and what
is the time development of the pair state for finite times. A tentative answer for the first question
is provided here by the use of a time dependent gauge. If the field allows a time dependent po-
tential than pair production is possible. This explains the absence of pair production in constant
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magnetic fields for example. The potential of the magnetic monopole-antimonopole system, on
the other hand, has a Coulombic part and can be derived from a time-dependent potential hence
pair production is possible in such a field.

We have also seen how the path integral method naturally specifies the asymptotic con-
ditions and normalizations for a proper definition of pair production. Our method further shows
that the case of electric field can be mapped into the problem of a model of expanding universe and
the calculation can easily be generalized to curved space.

Finally we remark that spontaneous pair production mechanism in external fields has also
been suggested as a model of hadron production in high energy collisions n \
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